
Cornering & Braking

Get a group of bikers together and, if you’re not in the pub, then probably won’t be long before Cornering and 
Braking emerges as a topic of discussion.

Go down to any decent bookshop and you’ll find biking magazines, newspapers and DVD’s all giving advice on 
how to corner, faster, better, quicker etc.  Most are squarely aimed at the track rider – where cornering and 
braking techniques are indeed the key to wining races – just watch Stoner and Rossi – none of this “engine only 
braking” lark, they USE their brakes and then some! Even on tracks which are underwater.

So how much of this track experience really reads across to road riding?  

Unfortunately genuine twisties (with banked/switchback turns on steep mountain gradients) are very rare in the 
UK. So we tend to get used to riding on wide, well maintained roads with nice easy bends.  Throw in a corner, 
which tightens sharply, and far too often riders can get caught out and end up straying across the centre line.

Well after a few years living and riding high up in the Swiss/French Alps I have realised that a lot of what the 
racers do,can indeed be usefully transferred to road riding techniques. So, what’s worth doing? and what’s 
worth forgetting (assuming you are not really planning on being the next Rossi).

The key to any corner is getting the entry speed, bike position and gear selection right.

So how do we do that? Especially for roads we have never been on before?

We need to follow a plan which is flexible.  Flexible to handle different bikes, tyres, weather conditions, road 
surfaces, loads and of course different rider(s).  BUT we also need a plan which is simple enough to follow, so 
that it can become instinctive.  That way we can focus more and more of our attention on the road ahead and 
any potential hazards which may be unfolding around us.

So to keep it simple.

Envisage each corner in three distinct sections – the approach, the turn in, the drive out.  There is a job to do 
in each section.

The Approach

OK so you are zooming along heading for a bend. So you are now entering the Approach.  This is by far the 
most important phase, with lots to do, so work hard on this bit.

Here you need to do four things:
(1) work out where to put the bike for the best (safest) line through the corner
(2) start to aim the bike so it reaches that point
(3) Gauge how fast you will be happy entering the corner from that point, and smoothly adjust your speed 

accordingly, by using your brakes (that’s what they are there for).
(4) As necessary down shift smoothly, but only when you are comfortably within the rev range of the lower 

gear – or you risk locking up the back wheel.

The Turn In

So we are at the turn in point, at the right speed and in the right gear – from here its simple – turn the bike in –
yes countersteering.  If it makes you feel good, by all means hang off the bike, but it will still corner if you sit up 
neutrally.

(But I don’t know how to/can’t countersteer… Well if you have ever managed to ride any motorbike around a 
corner – then believe it or not you will have been counter steering to some extent – so you are already an 
expert – but just don’t know it.)

So the bikes turned and lent over – what next?

Time to gently roll on the throttle. 



(But I’m still turning? Won’t I crash and die? – No. By gently feeding power to the back tyre, you transfer weight 
from the front tyre to the rear. This will help balance the tyre loads and settle the bike and its suspension so 
they are BEST able to hold their line and set you up for the drive out.

The drive out

OK we have managed to hold our line through the bend and now see the road opening up ahead – well its time 
to get the bike up-right by adding more power – so roll on the throttle and up you come – simple.

PROBLEM CORNERS

Yes there are basically four types of them out there.

 Corners which tighten or have a double apex – requiring a mid corner correction.
 Corners on a crest
 Corners on steep ascents
 Corners on steep descents

So heres what you need to do differently

Corners which tighten or have a double apex – requiring a mid corner correction.

As always the approach phase is the key.

Never enter a corner faster than you can see the road is clear ahead. Always assume there is broken-
down lorry changing a tyre just out of sight around the corner.  Get the entry speed right and you will never get 
spooked if the corner tightens.

If it’s a double apex then treat it as two corners – so mid corner you may indeed need to choose a new turnpoint 
to aim for. As long as you are not going too fast, who cares if you make a mid-corner correction. Remember 
look where you want to go.

Corners on a crest

As always the approach phase is the key.

In effect a crest is a blind corner – Most times these are well signposted, but hedges, trees and fences can all 
give clues to where the road is going next, so time to sit up, stay alert and prepare to ride each phase of the 
corner as described above.  Enter the corner(crest) no faster than you are confident that you can respond to a 
potentially sharp change of direction. Look where you want to go.

Corners on steep ascents

As always the approach phase is the key.

Remember that the bike will tend to slow due to the turn and the gradient.  So be prepared to roll on the throttle 
earlier than in a flat corner and you may need to go into a lower gear (possibly first gear).
Look where you want to go.

Corners on steep descents

These can be really intimidating and are the most common place for riders to run wide and cross the centre 
line.

As always the approach phase is the key.

Remember that the bike will already be trying to accellerate throughout the turn because of the gradient.  So we 
need to stay in a higher gear than when on a flat corner, turn the bike in smoothly and at the same time 
GENTLY roll on the throttle, only add more power to bring the bike back upright once you have virtually 
completed the turn.  Look where you want to go.


